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Guidelines 
--Come to class ready to make music (have your stuff) 
--Show respect for your instrument, classroom, classmates and teacher 
--Choose a positive attitude everyday 
--Only percussionists may play the percussion instruments and those with Mrs. Collins’ permission 
 
Consequences 
--Verbal Warning 
--Remove from group, put instrument away and do written assessment of behavior 
--Lunch Detention 
--Remove from group to do written assessment of behavior, possibly IRS, call parent 
--Call parent for conference 
--Refer to office 
--Fighting, Defiance or Disrespectful Behavior will be referred to the office immediately 
 
Rewards 
--Praise from teacher 
--Positive self-image! 
--Group Pride! 
--Fantastic Performances!! 
--Free time at the end of class on occasion 
--Reward Days 
 
 
Procedures for... 
 
Entering and exiting the classroom: Students will enter and exit the classroom in a calm and orderly fashion.  They will 
walk without pushing, shoving, or yelling.  When asked to do so, they will walk in a line through the halls to their next 
class.  Quiet talking is permitted unless told otherwise. 
 
Getting out instrument: Students will enter band room, go to assigned cubby, and get instrument case.  Students will then 
go to assigned seating position.  Students should not take instrument out until seated.  Instrument case should be stored 
under chair while class is in session.  Large instruments (tuba, baritone, bass clarinet, and bari saxophone) may place the 
case behind seating position. 
 
Quieting the class and starting the class: When the teacher steps on the podium or in front of the group the students will   
1) stop talking or playing, 2) set instrument in lap, 3) look at director and wait for instructions.  No talking is permitted at 
this time.  When the teacher is off the podium or not in front of the group, students may practice or talk quietly.   
 
Sitting/Posture: When sitting with an instrument in Band class, always sit properly in the chair.  Sit with a straight back, 
shoulders not slumped, and head up.  (Adjust music stand so as not to be looking down). Do not cross legs or ankles while 
playing and have feet comfortably on floor in front of you. 
 
Playing Tests, playing: All students will have playing tests during each grading period.  When asked to play, the student 
will play the assigned music.  If the student makes errors and wants to start again, they may start over one time.  If the 
student cannot play the assigned music, a grade will still be given and we will move on to the next student.  Occasionally, 
playing tests will be for grades only, and at other times, they will be for a grade and a chair position. 
 
Playing Tests, observer: All students listening to others taking playing tests are expected to be quiet and respectful while the 
playing test occurs.  No laughing or talking will be accepted.  If you are disrespectful to other students, you will be asked to 
put your instrument away and will not be allowed to participate in class for the rest of the period.  If the disrespectful 
behavior continues, the parent will be called. 
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Passing out and turning in music: When music is passed out, it will be placed on the section leader’s (first chair player) 
stand.  The section leader will distribute the music throughout the section, according to chair positions.  When music is 
being turned back in, all students will pass music back to the section leader.  The section leader will put the music in order 
and then turn it in to the band director. 
 
Putting instrument away: When the band director says, “pack up”, instruments are to be cleaned or swabbed out, and 
placed into cases.  After instrument is in the case, it may be brought to cubby, or carried with student for the day.  No one 
may leave their instrument or case sitting on the floor in the band room.  Instruments left out will be taken up and the parent 
called and possible lunch detention.  Percussionists: All percussion equipment is to be put away after every class period.  All 
percussionists are responsible for all equipment. 
 
Concert Attendance: All concerts are required attendance. Not having a ride is not an emergency, so please make 
arrangements soon to be here. Check the Band Calendar or the Band Website. Make plans now to attend and participate! 
 
Concert Etiquette: When at concerts or competitions, all students will be polite, courteous, and helpful.  Sit and watch the 
other groups performing without talking, playing your instrument, tapping, no cell phones etc.  
 
Concert Attire: 
Ladies: White dress shirt, black dress pants/skirt, black dress shoes 
Gentlemen: White dress shirt, black dress pants, black dress shoes, tie 
All performance attire must meet the WHMS/HCS Dress Code. Please let Mrs. Collins know asap if you need to borrow 
concert clothes. Do not miss a concert due to wardrobe issues!!! 
 
Practice Records: Every student will record their practice minutes on their practice record. Every student is expected to 
practice at least 60 minutes per week.  Any additional minutes will be added as extra credit minutes and will receive extra 
credit points. Do not put minutes on your practice record if you did not actually practice.  Practice records are for you to 
develop good practicing skill.  Tell the truth and your playing abilities will also tell the truth for you.   
 
Class Participation: A participation grade will be given.  If you have your instrument, music, reeds, etc. you will receive the 
participation grade.  If you finger along and cannot play for some reason, you will receive half credit for that day.  If you 
have no instrument, music, etc. you will receive zero points for class participation that day and you will complete a written 
assignment.  
 
Bringing Instrument to Band Room in the mornings: If you bring your instrument to the band room when you arrive at 
school, put it in your cubby and then go to homeroom.  You will not be permitted to wander around the school or “visit” 
the band room more than once that morning. 
 
Picking up Instrument in the afternoon: If you come in and get your instrument in the afternoon, you are expected to do so 
quietly and quickly.  Classes are in session through the end of the day and you may not disturb them.  Go back to the room 
you are assigned to after picking up your instrument and do not wander the halls. 
 
Band Store: Any items needed such as valve oil, slide oil, reeds, snakes, etc. may be purchased each morning from 7:20 – 
7:30 a.m. in the band room.  Mrs. Collins will be able to take care of any band store needs each morning.  If you need any of 
these items, get them at the times shown.  No band store items will be sold during class time. 
 
Name Labels: Each student is expected to keep a name label on their instrument case AT ALL TIMES!  Random checks for 
labels will be included as a participation grade.  If all students keep labels on their instrument cases, fewer instrument mix-
ups will occur. 
 
 


